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Messrs. Downall & Caldwel

Gentlemen,

I returned an answer last Post to the above

form of its last directive, St. Andrews, yesterday, i.e. this Hallman's

Letter of 23rd. which I conceive answers, by my Letter of the 19th

Situation, as those states, having a Power of Attorney

from the adverse Party. I cannot act differently without forfeiting my

honor, which I trust none will be the case on any occasion. When

the point at issue between the Contending Claimants is decided, I shall

willingly respectfully refer to the Law. I hope whenever that situation

shall not in any shape be found wanting, as I shall continue acts

in the management of the Property in question, as the late Justice

was existing, which he found very lucrative.

I remain with much Respect

[Signature]

Down

[Signature]

E. W. Smith.